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Courtesans of the Italian Renaissance Nov 23 2019
Courtesans & Fishcakes Jul 12 2021 The lifestyle of the
classical Greeks often seems disappointingly modest when
compared to those of other legendary civilizations. Where are
the marble floors, the pillared halls, the gilden rooms? Even the
Athenians, the richest and most poweful of the Greeks, were
said by one contemporary to dress no better than slaves.
Athenians, however, were as skilled at spending as their
playwrights were at devising tragedies. Vast estates vanished
overnight, squandered not on material luxury but on eating,
drinking, and sex--ephemeral pleasures that left no monuments
but are recounted in numerous ancient texts. Much of what they
describe seems familiar--the pleasures of wine, the dangers of
seduction, a mouthwatering plate of squid--but some stories are
more puzzling: savages on the shores of the Persian Gulf who
live off bread made of fish-flour; Alexander the Great drinks a
toast that kills him; Socrates interrogates a beautiful woman who
lives in luxury with no obvious means of support. James
Davidson masterfully unravels these strange anecdotes, casting
new light not only on ancient pleasures but on the Ancient
World as a whole. Full of intriguing detail and perspicacious
insight, Courtesans and Fishcakes takes swipe at the old
scholarship (Freud, Nietzsche, Foucault) and lays the
groundwork for the new, delivering a fascinating and engagingly
written study of the hedonism that ruled Athens.
Confessions of a Courtesan Oct 23 2019 "Scandalous but True!
From the harsh streets of 18th century London, Lizzie Cane rose
to become the most successful and sought-after courtesan in

England! Mistress of earls, dukes and even the young Prince of
Wales, she lived an exciting luxurious life that was not without
its perils. A single misstep could spell disaster! Then, at the
height of her career, she risked everything she had struggled to
gain by breaking the courtesan's cardinal rule ... Never fall in
love!"--Publisher.
In the Company of the Courtesan Feb 19 2022 My lady,
Fiammetta Bianchini, was plucking her eyebrows and biting
color into her lips when the unthinkable happened and the Holy
Roman Emperor’s army blew a hole in the wall of God’s eternal
city, letting in a flood of half-starved, half-crazed troops bent on
pillage and punishment. Thus begins In the Company of the
Courtesan, Sarah Dunant’s epic novel of life in Renaissance
Italy. Escaping the sack of Rome in 1527, with their stomachs
churning on the jewels they have swallowed, the courtesan
Fiammetta and her dwarf companion, Bucino, head for Venice,
the shimmering city born out of water to become a miracle of
east-west trade: rich and rancid, pious and profitable, beautiful
and squalid. With a mix of courage and cunning they infiltrate
Venetian society. Together they make the perfect partnership:
the sharp-tongued, sharp-witted dwarf, and his vibrant mistress,
trained from birth to charm, entertain, and satisfy men who have
the money to support her. Yet as their fortunes rise, this perfect
partnership comes under threat, from the searing passion of a
lover who wants more than his allotted nights to the attentions of
an admiring Turk in search of human novelties for his sultan’s
court. But Fiammetta and Bucino’s greatest challenge comes
from a young crippled woman, a blind healer who insinuates
herself into their lives and hearts with devastating consequences
for them all. A story of desire and deception, sin and religion,
loyalty and friendship, In the Company of the Courtesan paints a
portrait of one of the world’s greatest cities at its most potent

moment in history: It is a picture that remains vivid long after
the final page.
The Secrets of a Courtesan Aug 13 2021 All's fair in love and
matrimony in Nicola Cornick's wildly romantic new series that
introduces the ladies of Fortune's Folly--spirited heiresses who
are more than a match for society's most dashing rogues! The
epitome of privilege and power, the handsome Duke of Welburn
sets all the ladies' hearts aflutter as he strides into the village of
Fortune's Folly. For Eve Nightingale this fluttering is a mixture
of wariness and wonder. Once his glittering society mistress-caught up in his glamorous world by day and tangled in his
bedsheets by night--she is now no more than a penniless yet
proud shopkeeper. It's a world Eve can't go back to--she has
secrets to keep. But this determined duke seems very keen on
unravelling them....
Courtesans Jul 24 2022 An examination of the lives of
nineteenth-century Britain's demimonde offers insight into the
hierarchies, etiquette, and protocols of the period's courtesans,
focusing on five women of particular influence as well as the
factors that contributed to their social successes and decline.
Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
The Courtesan Jan 18 2022 A sweeping historical epic of a
young Chinese woman in imperial Europe - perfect for fans of
Memoirs of a Geisha The year is 1881, the era of China's
humiliation at the hands of imperialist Europe. Seven-year-old
Sai Jinhua is left alone and unprotected, her life transformed
after her mandarin father's summary execution for the crime of
speaking the truth. Now an orphan, Jinhua is sold to a brothel
and put to work as a 'money tree', enduring the very worst of
human nature thanks to the friendship and wisdom of the
crippled brothel maid. But when an elegant but troubled scholar
takes Jinhua as his concubine, her world begins to expand. With

him she will travel to Vienna, seeing things she has never
imagined, and opening her heart to dreams she has never dared
to dream . . . Based on the true story of Sai Jinhua, Alexandra
Curry's debut novel, The Courtesan, travels from the depths of
the Chinese empire to the palaces of Vienna, and tells the true
story of one young woman's journey from the depths of poverty
to the centre of Chinese history.
The Courtesans Jul 20 2019
A Chorus of Stones Dec 25 2019 A brilliant and provocative
exploration of the interconnection of private life and the largescale horrors of war and devastation. A Pulitzer Prize and
National Book Critics Circle Award finalist, and a winner of the
Bay Area Book Reviewers Association Award, Susan Griffin’s
A Chorus of Stones is an extraordinary reevaluation of history
that explores the links between individual lives and catastrophic,
world-altering violence. One of the most acclaimed and poetic
voices of contemporary American feminism, Griffin delves into
the perspective of those whose personal relationships and family
histories were profoundly influenced by war and its often secret
mechanisms: the bomb-maker and the bombing victim, the
soldier and the pacifist, the grand architects who were shaped by
personal experience and in turn reshaped the world. Declaring
that “each solitary story belongs to a larger story”—and
beginning with the brutal and heartbreaking circumstances of
her own childhood—Griffin examines how the subtle dynamics
of parenthood, childhood, and marriage interweave with the
monumental violence of global conflict. She proffers a bold and
powerful new understanding of the psychology of war through
illuminating glimpses into the personal lives of Ernest
Hemingway, Mahatma Gandhi, Heinrich Himmler, British
officer Sir Hugh Trenchard, and other historic figures—as well
as the munitions workers at Oak Ridge, a survivor of the

Hiroshima bombing, and other humbler yet indispensible
witnesses to history.
The Blade of the Courtesans Oct 03 2020 Trained by
legendary samurai Musashi Miyamoto, Seiichiro Matsunaga, a
young samurai warrior, is sent to Yoshiwara, the pleasure
quarters in old Tokyo, to defend its inhabitants, including a
mysterious young woman named Oshabu, from invading ninjas
of the Yagyu Clan.
Queen of the Courtesans May 22 2022 Fanny Murray (17291778) was a famous Georgian beauty and courtesan, desired
throughout England and often to be found pressed to a
gentleman’s heart in the form of a printed disc secretly tucked
into their pocket-watch. She rose from life in the ‘London stews’
to fame and fortune, through her career as a high-class
courtesan. She was seduced and then abandoned, aged just 12,
by Jack Spencer, grandson of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough
(and related to the Althorp-based Spencers). Her luck turned
when she caught the eye of the infamous Beau Nash, ‘King of
Bath’. But it was her time in London that promoted her to
national fame and notoriety. After ten years at the top, she was
heavily in debt, but managed to secure an arranged marriage to a
respectable man. The scandals of her past caught up with her as
she was named in the national scandal surrounding Wilke’s
pornography case at the High Court.
Lucian's Dialogues of the Courtesans: An Intermediate Greek
Reader: Greek Text with Running Vocabulary and Commentary
Apr 21 2022
The World of Courtesans Aug 21 2019 On the institution of the
courtesan and its role in ancient and medieval Indian society.
The Parisian Sphinx May 10 2021 A gripping art history cold
case: the previously untold story of Victorine Meurent, forgotten
painter and famous muse to artists from Manet to Toulouse-

Lautrec, and the modern search for her lost paintings When
former art student and journalist Summer Brennan learned that
Édouard Manet's favorite model from such iconic works as
Olympia and Lunch on the Grass had been a painter in her own
right, but that all of her paintings had been lost, she couldn't
resist the allure of the mystery. Appearing in more than thirty
surviving works by her era's most famous academic,
impressionist, and post-impressionist artists, Victorine Meurent
was part of the creation of a mythic bohemian Paris: Émile Zola
is said to have modeled one of the scandalous heroines on her,
and she lived, drank, and exhibited her work alongside legends
like Monet, Degas, and a group of women known as the "lesbian
sisterhood of Montmartre." After more than a decade spent
researching Meurent and her world, Brennan painstakingly
pieced together clues to tell a fuller picture of her life and
reclaim the first pieces of her lost oeuvre, revealed here for the
first time. The Parisian Sphinx is an art history puzzle in which
Meurent emerges as artist, muse, and woman ahead of her time,
who defined and defied an era.
The Courtesans May 30 2020 These courtesans were the
queens of the profession. Presented are twelve of the most
distinguished courtesans in Paris during their golden age.
The Book of the Courtesans Oct 27 2022 From Pulitzer-Prizenominated author Susan Griffin comes an unprecedented,
provocative look at the dazzling world of the West’s first
independent women, whose lively liaisons brought them
unspoken influence, wealth, and freedom. While they charmed
some of Europe’s most illustrious men honing their social skills
as well as their sexual ones, the great courtesans gained riches,
power, education, and sexual freedom in a time when other
women were denied all of these. From Imperia of sixteenthcentury Rome, who personified the Renaissance ideal of beauty;

Mme. de Pompadour, the arbiter of all things fashionable in
eighteenth-century Paris and Versailles; Liane de Pougy, known
in France during the Belle Epoque as “Our National Courtesan”;
to Sarah Bernhardt, who, following in her mother’s footsteps,
supported herself in her early career with a second profession,
The Book of the Courtesans tells the life stories and intricacies
of the lavish lifestyles of these women. Unlike their geisha
counterparts, courtesans neither lived in brothels nor bent their
wills to suit their suitors. They were strong- willed, autonomous,
and plucky. An open secret, their presence can be felt
throughout our culture. The muses who enflamed the hearts and
imaginations of our most celebrated artists, they were also artists
in their own right. They wrote poetry and novels, invented the
cancan at the Moulin Rouge, and presented celebrated acts at the
Folies Bergères. They helped to influence and shape the
sensibility of modern literature, painting, and fashion. When
Greek sculptor Praxiteles wanted to depict Venus he used a
famous courtesan as a model, as in later centuries Titian,
Veronese, Raphael, Giorgione, and Boucher did when they
painted goddesses. When Marcel Proust was a young man it was
the courtesan Laure Hayman who took him under her wing,
introducing him to the right people, and providing inspiration for
one of literature’s greatest masterpieces. And they often had
considerable political influence too. When King Louis XV
needed advice on foreign affairs or appointments of state he
turned to Jeanne du Barry as well as Pompadour. In her witty
and insightful prose, as Griffin celebrates these alluring and
fascinating women, she restores a lost legacy of women’s
history. She gives us the stories of these amazing women who,
starting from impoverished or unimpressive beginnings,
garnered chateaux, fine coaches, fabulous collections of jewelry,
and even aristocratic titles along the way. And through a brilliant

exploration of their extraordinary abilities, skills, and talents
which Griffin playfully categorizes as their virtues "Timing,
Beauty, Cheek, Brilliance, Gaiety, Grace, and Charm" her book
explains how, while helping themselves, through their often
outrageous, always entertaining examples, the great courtesans
not only enriched our cultural heritage but helped to liberate
women from the social, sexual, and economic strictures that
confined them. Intensively researched and beautifully crafted,
The Book of the Courtesans delves into scintillating but often
hidden worlds, telling stories gleaned from many sources,
including courtesans’ memoirs, presented along with stunning
rare photographs to create memorable portraits of some of the
most pivotal figures in women’s history.
Concubines and Courtesans Sep 02 2020 Concubines and
Courtesans: Women and Slavery in Islamic History contains
sixteen essays on enslaved and freed women across medieval
and pre-modern Islamic social history. The essays consider
questions of slavery, gender, social networking, cultural
production, sexuality, Islamic family law, and religion in the
shaping of Near Eastern and Islamic society over time.
Memoirs of a Courtesan in Nineteenth-century Paris Nov 04
2020 When Cäleste Mogador's memoirs were first published in
1854 and again in 1858, they were immediately seized and
condemned as immoral and unsuitable for public consumption.
For a reader in our more forgiving times, this extraordinary
document offers not only a portrait of the early life of an
intelligent, courageous, and infinitely intriguing Frenchwoman
but also an exceedingly rare inside look at the world of the
courtesans and prostitutes of nineteenth-century France. ø
Writing to conciliate judges and creditors, Mogador (born
Cäleste Venard in 1824) explains how with tenacity, wit, and
audacity, she managed to escape a difficult childhood and

subsequent life of prostitution to become, successively, a darling
of the dance halls, a circus rider, and an actress, all the while
attracting wealthy young men who vied for her favor. Although
her account gives readers a peek into the rakish demimonde
made famous by Verdi's opera La Traviata, its greatest value lies
in its candid picture of a spunky, self-educated woman who
doggedly transformed herself into an esteemed and prolific
novelist and playwright, who fell in love with a count and
married him, and who made her name synonymous with the
bohemian life of the 1840s and 1850s in Paris.
Courtesan’s Lover Aug 01 2020 "Stunning." "Captivating."
"Gets under your skin." —Praise for the novels of Gabrielle
Kimm Francesca Felizzi knows she wields an immense power
over men. Her patrons see only a carefree courtesan, and they
pay handsomely for the privilege of her time. Francesca never
saw him coming, the man who cracked her heart open and
ruined her for the job. But he's shown her what a gaudy facade
she's built, and she doesn't know how to tear it down without
taking her beloved daughters with her. The wrong move could
plunge all of them into the sort of danger she has dreaded ever
since she began her perilous work all those years ago. An
exquisite tale that explores the intricate nature of a mother's
heart. The Courtesan's Loverdraws you close and whispers in
your ear. In the tradition of Sarah Dunant and Marina Fiorato, a
compelling and vibrant tale from an up-and-coming fresh voice
that readers will want to savor.
The Courtesan's Arts Mar 20 2022 Courtesans, hetaeras, tawaifs, ji-s--these women have exchanged artistic graces, elevated
conversation, and sexual favors with male patrons throughout
history and around the world. In Ming dynasty China and early
modern Italy, exchange was made through poetry, speech, and
music; in pre-colonial India through magic, music, chemistry,

and other arts. Yet like the art of courtesanry itself, those arts
have often thrived outside present-day canons and modes of
transmission, and have mostly vanished without trace.The
Courtesan's Arts delves into this hidden legacy, while touching
on its equivocal relationship to geisha. At once interdisciplinary,
empirical, and theoretical, the book is the first to ask how arts
have figured in the survival or demise of courtesan cultures by
juxtaposing research from different fields. Among cases studied
by writers on classics, ethnomusicology, anthropology, and
various histories of art, music, literature, and political culture are
Ming dynasty China, twentieth-century Korea, Edo and modern
Japan, ancient Greece, early modern Italy, and India, past and
present. Refusing a universal model, the authors nevertheless
share a perception that courtesans hover in the crevices of space,
time, and practice--between gifts and money, courts and cities,
subtlety and flamboyance, feminine allure and masculine power,
as wifely surrogates but keepers of culture. What most binds
them to their arts in our post-industrialized world of global
services and commodities, they find, is courtesans' fragility, as
their cultures, once vital to civilizations founded in leisure and
pleasure, are now largely forgotten, transforming courtesans into
national icons or historical curiosities, or reducing them to
prostitution.
The Courtesan's Arts Nov 16 2021 Courtesans, hetaeras, tawaifs, ji-s--these women have exchanged artistic graces, elevated
conversation, and sexual favors with male patrons throughout
history and around the world. In Ming dynasty China and early
modern Italy, exchange was made through poetry, speech, and
music; in pre-colonial India through magic, music, chemistry,
and other arts. Yet like the art of courtesanry itself, those arts
have often thrived outside present-day canons and modes of
transmission, and have mostly vanished without trace.The

Courtesan's Arts delves into this hidden legacy, while touching
on its equivocal relationship to geisha. At once interdisciplinary,
empirical, and theoretical, the book is the first to ask how arts
have figured in the survival or demise of courtesan cultures by
juxtaposing research from different fields. Among cases studied
by writers on classics, ethnomusicology, anthropology, and
various histories of art, music, literature, and political culture are
Ming dynasty China, twentieth-century Korea, Edo and modern
Japan, ancient Greece, early modern Italy, and India, past and
present. Refusing a universal model, the authors nevertheless
share a perception that courtesans hover in the crevices of space,
time, and practice--between gifts and money, courts and cities,
subtlety and flamboyance, feminine allure and masculine power,
as wifely surrogates but keepers of culture. What most binds
them to their arts in our post-industrialized world of global
services and commodities, they find, is courtesans' fragility, as
their cultures, once vital to civilizations founded in leisure and
pleasure, are now largely forgotten, transforming courtesans into
national icons or historical curiosities, or reducing them to
prostitution.
The Mistress of Paris Sep 21 2019 "First published in the
United Kingdom by Icon Books Ltd"--Title page verso.
The Accidental Courtesan Jan 06 2021 In this School for
Brides romance, a respectable lady must play the part of a
seasoned lover in a turnabout game of seduction and irresistible
intrigue… The School for Brides stands on its principles: turn
comely courtesans into proper wives. But when Lady Noelle
Seymour attempts to save a bride-in-training from arrest by
sneaking into a stranger’s bedroom to return a stolen necklace,
she locks eyes with Gavin Blackwell and gets herself into a
whole heap of trouble. Since the truth of her nocturnal visit
could land both women in jail, Noelle offers a desperate excuse:

She’s there as his new courtesan. Gavin has a lot to learn about
London society, but a female housebreaker offering her
seductive services is beyond the unexpected. When she
vanishes, Gavin tracks her down and demands she make good on
her proposition. However, there’s more at stake than Noelle’s
virtue. That unfortunate night in Gavin’s room has made her an
unwitting pawn in the treacherous game of a woman scorned,
and now only Gavin can protect her—in every way he desires...
Courtesans, Concubines, and the Cult of Female Fidelity Feb
07 2021 This book traces changing gender relations in China
from the tenth to fourteenth centuries by examining three critical
categories of women: courtesans, concubines, and faithful
wives. It shows how the intersection and mutual influence of
these groups—and of male discourses about them—transformed
ideas about family relations and the proper roles of men and
women. Courtesan culture had a profound effect on Song social
and family life, as entertainment skills became a defining feature
of a new model of concubinage, and as entertainer-concubines
increasingly became mothers of literati sons. Neo-Confucianism,
the new moral learning of the Song, was significantly shaped by
this entertainment culture and by the new markets—in
women—that it created. Responding to a broad social
consensus, Neo-Confucians called for enhanced recognition of
concubine mothers in ritual and expressed increasing concern
about wifely jealousy. The book also details the surprising
origins of the Late Imperial cult of fidelity, showing that from
inception, the drive to celebrate female loyalty was rooted in a
complex amalgam of political, social, and moral agendas. By
taking women—and men’s relationships with
women—seriously, this book makes a case for the centrality of
gender relations in the social, political, and intellectual life of
the Song and Yuan dynasties.

Courtesans: A Roleplaying Game of Sex and Society Jun 18
2019
Courtesans at Table Jun 30 2020 First published in 2003.
Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Shakespeare Among the Courtesans Dec 05 2020 Paying special
attention to Anglo-Italian cultural and sexual relations during the
Renaissance, this study traces the development and decline of
the courtesan in English drama. Salkeld draws on original
historical materials to explore contradictory dramatic
representations of courtesans in a variety of texts ranging from
Shakespeare's poems and plays to works by Aretino, Nashe,
Dekker and Middleton.
Prostitutes and Courtesans in the Ancient World Jun 23 2022
Prostitutes and Courtesans in the Ancient World explores the
implications of sex-for-pay across a broad span of time, from
ancient Mesopotamia to the early Christian period. In ancient
times, although they were socially marginal, prostitutes
connected with almost every aspect of daily life. They sat in
brothels and walked the streets; they paid taxes and set up
dedications in religious sanctuaries; they appeared as
characters—sometimes admirable, sometimes despicable—on
the comic stage and in the law courts; they lived lavishly,
consorting with famous poets and politicians; and they
participated in otherwise all-male banquets and drinking parties,
where they aroused jealousy among their anxious lovers. The
chapters in this volume examine a wide variety of genres and
sources, from legal and religious tracts to the genres of lyric
poetry, love elegy, and comic drama to the graffiti scrawled on
the walls of ancient Pompeii. These essays reflect the variety
and vitality of the debates engendered by the last three decades
of research by confronting the ambiguous terms for prostitution

in ancient languages, the difficulty of distinguishing the
prostitute from the woman who is merely promiscuous or
adulterous, the question of whether sacred or temple prostitution
actually existed in the ancient Near East and Greece, and the
political and social implications of literary representations of
prostitutes and courtesans.
Tales of Ming Courtesans Jan 26 2020
Lives of the Courtesans Jun 11 2021 Describes the lifestyles of
16th century courtesans and analyzes the treatment of courtesans
in art and literature
Shakespeare Among the Courtesans Sep 14 2021 Courtesans women who achieve wealth, status, or power through sexual
transgression - have played both a central and contradictory role
in literature: they have been admired, celebrated, feared, and
vilified. This study of the courtesan in Renaissance English
drama focuses not only on the moral ambivalence of these
women, but with special attention to Anglo-Italian relations,
illuminates little known aspects of their lives. It traces the
courtesan from a wry comedic character in the plays of Terence
and Plautus to its literary exhaustion in the seventeenth-century
dramatic works of Dekker, Marston, Webster, Middleton,
Shirley and Brome. The author focuses especially on the
presentation of the courtesan in the sixteenth century - dramas
by Shakespeare, Marlowe, and Lyly view the courtesan as a
symbol of social disease and decay, transforming classical
conventions into English prejudices. Renaissance Anglo-Italian
cultural and sexual relations are also investigated through
comparisons of travel narratives, original source materials, and
analysis of Aretino's representations of celebrated Italian
courtesans. Amid these fascinating tales of aspiration, desire and
despair lingers the intriguing question of who was the 'dark lady'
of Shakespeare's sonnets.

Scarlet Women Oct 15 2021 In 1965, an impoverished elderly
woman was found dead in Nice, France. Her death marked the
end of an era; she was the last of the great courtesans. Known as
La Belle Otero, she was a volcanic Spanish beauty whose
patrons included Kaiser Wilhelm II, the Prince of Wales (later
King Edward VII) and Grand Duke Nicholas of Russia. She
accumulated an enormous fortune, but gambled it all away.
Scarlet Women tells her story and many more, including: Marie
Duplessis, who inspired characters by both Dumas and Verdi;
Clara Ward, a rare American courtesan who hunted for a
European aristocrat, but having married a Belgian prince, ran
away with a gypsy violinist; Ninon de L'Enclos, who was
offered 50,000 crowns by Cardinal Richelieu for one night.
Money left in her will paid for Voltaire's education. Courtesans
were an elite group of talented, professional mistresses. The
most successful became wealthy and famous in their own right.
While they led charmed lives, they occupied a curious position:
they enjoyed freedom and political power unknown to most
women, but they were ostracised by polite society. From the
hetaerae of ancient Greece to the cortigiani onesti of 16th
century Venice, the oiran of Edo-period Japan to the
demimondaines of 19th century France, this captivating book-perfect for readers of A Treasury of Royal Scandals--uncovers
the rich, colorful lives of these women who dared to pursue
fortunes outside their societies' norms.
Yoshiwara Mar 08 2021 Yoshiwara is the first attempt in nearly
a century to give a comprehensive and detailed account of Edoperiod Japan's legendary pleasure quarter. The book begins with
a brief history of prostitution in Japan and follows with a survey
of the Yoshiwara from its origins in the early 1600s to shortly
after the Meiji Restoration in 1868. Yoshiwara society possessed
for most of its history considerable glamour and surface allure,

yet, at the same time, it accommodated attitudes and activities
that today could only be regarded as exploitative and inhumane.
Cecilia Segawa Seigle looks impartially at all aspects of
Yoshiwara life, offering much information - the result of
painstaking research in primary sources - that will be a
revelation to readers in the West. While discussing in depth the
highly specialized and idiosyncratic world of licensed
prostitution, Seigle also makes the reader aware of the broader
impact of this insular entertainment quarter on the manners and
mores of other segments of Japanese society, both then and now.
Arranged chronologically, Yoshiwara is not so much a history as
a companion to studies of Edo-period literature, theatre, and the
visual arts. It provides an overview of the social, cultural, and
economic influences on and of this microcosm of early-modern
urban Japan. An especially engaging feature of this readable text
is the liberal use of anecdotes from contemporary sources.
Specialists will find particularly interesting the carefully
researched and clearly written exposition of the quarter's
complex hierarchy and elaborate code of behavior. While always
maintaining the distinction between fact and fabrication, this
fascinating study seeks to delineate the truths that lie behind the
legends.
In the Company of the Courtesan Aug 25 2022 My lady,
Fiammetta Bianchini, was plucking her eyebrows and biting
color into her lips when the unthinkable happened and the Holy
Roman Emperor’s army blew a hole in the wall of God’s eternal
city, letting in a flood of half-starved, half-crazed troops bent on
pillage and punishment. Thus begins In the Company of the
Courtesan, Sarah Dunant’s epic novel of life in Renaissance
Italy. Escaping the sack of Rome in 1527, with their stomachs
churning on the jewels they have swallowed, the courtesan
Fiammetta and her dwarf companion, Bucino, head for Venice,

the shimmering city born out of water to become a miracle of
east-west trade: rich and rancid, pious and profitable, beautiful
and squalid. With a mix of courage and cunning they infiltrate
Venetian society. Together they make the perfect partnership:
the sharp-tongued, sharp-witted dwarf, and his vibrant mistress,
trained from birth to charm, entertain, and satisfy men who have
the money to support her. Yet as their fortunes rise, this perfect
partnership comes under threat, from the searing passion of a
lover who wants more than his allotted nights to the attentions of
an admiring Turk in search of human novelties for his sultan’s
court. But Fiammetta and Bucino’s greatest challenge comes
from a young crippled woman, a blind healer who insinuates
herself into their lives and hearts with devastating consequences
for them all. A story of desire and deception, sin and religion,
loyalty and friendship, In the Company of the Courtesan paints a
portrait of one of the world’s greatest cities at its most potent
moment in history: It is a picture that remains vivid long after
the final page.
Dancing with the Nation Apr 09 2021 Indian cinema is the
only body of world cinema that depicts courtesans as important
characters. In early films courtesan characters transmitted Indian
classical dance, music and aesthetics to large audiences. They
represent the nation's past, tracing their heritage to the fourthcentury Kamasutra and to nineteenth-century courtly cultures,
but they are also the first group of modern women in Hindi
films. They are working professionals living on their own or in
matrilineal families. Like male protagonists, they travel widely
and develop networks of friends and chosen kin. They have
relations with men outside marriage and become single mothers.
Courtesan films are heroine-oriented and almost every major
female actor has played this role. Challenging received wisdom,
Vanita demonstrates that a larger number of courtesans in

Bombay cinema are Hindu and indeterminate than are Muslim,
and that films depict their culture as hybrid Hindu-Muslim, not
Islamicate. Courtesans speak in the ambiguous voice of the
modern nation, inviting spectators to seize pleasure here and
now but also to search for the meaning of life. Vanita's
groundbreaking study of courtesans and courtesan imagery in
235 films brings fresh evidence to show that the courtesan figure
shapes the modern Indian erotic, political and religious
imagination.
The Courtesan's Revenge Feb 25 2020 Harriette Wilson was the
most desired and the most dangerous woman in Regency
London. This highly acclaimed biography reveals for the first
time the true story behind her sensational life and scandalous
'Memoirs'. When her former lovers - including much of the
British aristocracy - turned against her, she knew exactly how to
take revenge . . . 'A wonderful book. Much more than a
biography of one attractive, witty woman, it offers a deft
analysis of how Britain dealt with celebrity, sex, power and
popular journalism in an age that bears remarkable similarities to
our own . . . Frances Wilson is not only a first-rate scholar but
also a wonderful storyteller who manages to get inside her
namesake's famously creamy skin and tell her story with wit and
understanding.' Kathryn Hughes, Mail on Sunday 'Lively and
stylish . . . Reveals how dangerous the courtesan who operated
at the heart of the political world was thought to be.' Anne
Sebba, Spectator 'Harriette's story is deftly and stylishly told. It
beats most novels with its rich ingredients.' Frances Spalding,
Daily Mail
The Book of the Courtesans Sep 26 2022 They charmed some of
Europe’s most illustrious men, honing their social skills as well
as their sexual ones, and accumulating wealth, fame, and power
along the way. Unlike their geisha counterparts, courtesans

didn't lived in brothels or bend their wills to suit their suitors.
They were the muses who enflamed the hearts of our most
celebrated artists--Raphael, Manet, Dumas, and Proust, to name
just a few--as well as becoming artists in their own right.
Offering the first comprehensive tour of their worlds, Susan
Griffins celebrates these first feminists and hails their virtues:
Timing, Beauty, Cheek, Brilliance, Gaiety, Grace, and Charm.
From Veronica Franco, who graced the palazzos of sixteenthcentury Venice, and Madame de Pompadour, the arbiter of all
things fashionable at Versailles during the reign of Lous XV, to
La Belle Otero of the grand boulevards of Paris in the Gay
Nineties and Marion Davies, who took Hollywood by storm in
the 1920's and 1930's, The Book of the Courtesans enticingly
illustrates the intricacies of their lavish lifestyles and incredible
life stories. Fascinating true tales and enlightening snippets from
courtesans' memoirs further reveal how these cunning women
seized their opportunity to become the West's first liberators,
free to choose their own lovers and command remarkable
respect. Delving into his scintillating world, The Book of the
Courtesans is an impeccably researched, beautifully crafted
portrait of some of the most intriguing figures in women's
history.
Scenes from a Courtesan's Life ; The Government Clerks
Dec 17 2021
Courtesan Apr 28 2020 Amid the disapproving gossip of the
Court, a royal romance defies all obstacles. The Court of
François I is full of lust, intrigue, and bawdy bon temps—a
different world from the quiet country life Diane de Poitiers led
with her elderly husband. Now a widow, the elegant Diane is
called back to Court, where the King’s obvious interest marks
her as an enemy to the King’s favourite, Anne d’Heilly. The
Court is soon electrified by rumors of their confrontations. As

Anne calls on her most venomous tricks to drive Diane away,
Diane finds an ally in the one member of Court with no
allegiance to the King’s mistress: his teenage second son, Henri.
Neglected by his father and disliked by his brothers, Prince
Henri expects little from his life. But as his friendship with
Diane deepens into infatuation and then a romance that
scandalizes the Court, the Prince begins to discover hope for a
future with Diane. But fate and his father have other plans for
Henri—including a political marriage with Catherine de Medici.
Despite daunting obstacles, Henri’s devotion to Diane never
wanes; their passion becomes one of the most legendary
romances in the history of France. Also available as an eBook
Prostitutes and Matrons in the Roman World Mar 28 2020
From streetwalkers in the Roman Forum to imperial concubines,
Roman prostitutes defined what it meant to be a 'bad girl'.
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